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1. FOREWORD INTRODUCTION

1. Foreword
We thank you for selecting Moment Limiter TCL-139-1.
This manual is the guide book for your safe and efficient use of this machine.
This manual describes procedures for operation and service of this machine as well as matters to be
strictly observed while performing them.
Most accidents are attributable to operation, inspection or service where basic safety rules are neglected.
Before operating this machine, please read this manual to fully understand the method of operation,
inspection and service.
Unless the content of this manual are observed, a serious accident could occur.

 WARNING
Careless use of this machine may result in serious injury or death.
Operator and service personnel should read this manual carefully before starting operation
or service of this machine.
This manual should be kept in a designated location as a guide , and should be referred to
periodically by all the personnel involved.

‡ Do not use this machine unless and until the description in this manual is totally
understood.

‡ Always keep this manual ready and convenient for repeated reference.
‡ In case of loss or damage, replace it immediately by ordering from your dealer.
‡ Before transferring this machine, be sure to give this manual to the new owner.
‡ Any descriptions, value or illustrations, are based on the information at the time of pub-

lication.
Due to continued improvement on this machine, the service standards, tightening
torque, pressure, measuring method, adjust value or illustration are subject to change.
Such change may effect the maintenance service work.  Before starting your work, con-
tact the supplier to obtain the latest information.

‡ Information regarding safety is provided in “3. Safety Precautions” which starts on
herein.
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INTRODUCTION 2. SAFETY INFORMATION

2. Safety Information
For better understanding of this manual and caution plates on the machine, safety related messages are classified
as follows:

 DANGER Indicates a pressing danger that may result in death or serious injury.  Also
indicated is the method to avoid such risk.

 WARNING Indicates a type of danger which is highly probable to result in death or serious
injury.  Also indicated is the method to avoid such risk.

 CAUTION Indicates any status where it may result in light to medium injury or serious
damage to the machine.  Also indicated is the method to avoid such risk.

Further, we have shown with following captions what is to be observed for the sake of the machine and what
is convenient to know.

CAUTION Indicates the case where improper handling may cause damage to or shorten the useful life
of the machine.

NOTES Information which is convenient to know.

Rules described in this manual in connection with procedures and safety for operation and service, are applicable
only to those cases where this machine is used for designated work.
The manufacturer is not in a position to be able to presume all the cases to which this machine may be exposed
by users.
Accordingly, any Rule shown in this manual or on the caution plates affixed to your machine does not cover
every situation relevant to safety.
For carrying out any operation or maintenance service not described in this manual, it should be understood
that necessary measures for safety are solely for the responsibility of the users.
Even for the responsibility of users, any work or operation expressly prohibited in this manual should never be
performed.
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INTRODUCTION 3. SAFETY PRECAUTIONS

Notes on Moment Limiter Settings
‡ The moment limiter calculates the moment on the assumption that the vehicle is level.

If the crane is operated without leveling the vehicle, the moment limiter does not produce an advance warning even
when the crane lifts a load close to the rated total load.  To prevent this, be sure to check the level gage, and level the
vehicle before operating the crane.
(See the instruction manual for the vehicle, “NEOX 28C” or “NEOX 30C”).

‡ When using the moment limiter, confirm that the displayed boom angle, the displayed boom length and the
displayed actual load are adequately representing the crane movement.  If the moment limiter is used with an
inadequate display condition, the correct measured result cannot be obtained, and a serious personal accident may
be caused due to occurrence of incorrect operation or broken peripheral equipment.

‡ When using the moment limiter, be sure to confirm that the hanged wire count setting in the moment limiter is the
same as the number of wires actually lifted by the crane.
If they are different, be sure to change the setting of the moment limiter or change the number of wires actually
hanged on the crane to make them the same.  If the moment limiter is used with disagreement in the hanged wire
count, the correct measured result cannot be obtained, and a serious personal accident may be caused due to
occurrence of incorrect operation or broken peripheral equipment.

‡ Be careful not to change the moment limiter setting while measurement is being done.
If it is done, the correct measured result cannot be obtained, and a serious personal accident may be caused due to
occurrence of incorrect operation or broken peripheral equipment.

Notes on handling of moment limiter
‡ Do not give a shock to the moment limiter body by hitting it with a thing or in other manners.  Protection against

environment may be lost due to breaking of the case.
‡ Do not press the panel sheet in the moment limiter body with excessive force or with an acute thing like a

screwdriver tip.
Protection against environment and operationality may be lost due to breaking of the panel sheet.

‡ Do not remove or dismantle the case cover or panel sheet of the moment limiter body.
Protection against environment and operationality may be lost due to breaking of the case cover or the panel sheet.

‡ A transparent sheet is attached to the panel sheet in the moment limiter body for protection when delivered.  Before
using it, remove that transparent sheet.
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2. FUNCTION OF MOMENT LIMITER OPERATION

2.2 Abnormality Occurrence Messages Displayed by Moment Limiter

When abnormality has occurred in the boom angle detector, the boom length detector or the pressure transmitter,
when a wire is broken or when a connecter is disconnected, the moment limiter display console performs self-
diagnosis.
The result is displayed on the rated total load display panel of the moment limiter display panel with error codes
to be notified to the operator.
If the error code is displayed, stop using the crane immediately.
See “Operation Part, 4.7. Causes of Abnormality and Measures to be Taken” for error codes and causes of
abnormality and measures to be taken.
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OPERATION 3. OPERATION OF MOMENT LIMITER

3. Operation of Moment Limiter
The moment limiter is a device to assist in prevention of an accident in abnormal condition.  Operation relying
on this device may contrary cause dangerous accidents.
Pay enough attentions to keep the crane from stopping automatically during operation.

3.1 Prohibited Operations after Automatic Stop

 DANGER
The following crane operations are prohibited after the crane stops automatically due to
overload.
They may cause very dangerous accidents including falling down of the machine and
breaking of the boom.

‡ Lowering the boom ‡ Extending the boom ‡ Lifting the wired hook

3.2 Restoring Operation from Automatic Stop

 DANGER
For the crane operation with the indicated load capacity of 70% or more, slow the engine
rotation for cautious operation.
If the crane operation is done while running the engine at high speed, the hoisted load will
be swung so dangerously that it may cause overload, falling down of the machine or
breaking the boom.

[1] When the indicated load capacity is “70�100”.
When the hoisted load becomes 70% (advance warning level) of the rated
total load, the LED to indicate “70�100” of the load capacity in the
moment limiter comes on.  In addition, the alarm buzzer sounds
intermittently, the revolving light changes its color from green to yellow,
to let the operator and people around the machine know that the current
load has approached the rated total load.
In this case, do one of the following crane operations to change the crane
to the safety side.
q Lower the wired hook.
w Retract the boom.
e Raise the boom.  Lower the hook to lower the wired load as low as

possible.

[2] When the indicated load capacity is “100�”.
After the hoisted load exceeds 70% (advance warning level) of the rated
total load, when the hoisted load exceeds “100%” of the rated total load,
the LED to indicate “100�” of the load capacity in the moment limiter
comes on.  The horn sounds once followed by the voice warning “Peep,
overload.”  Then the alarm buzzer sounds intermittently, the revolving
light changes its color from yellow to red, and the following crane
operations will automatically stop.
‡ Lifting the wired hook ‡ Extending the boom ‡ Lower the boom

XAM09010E

LOAD 
CAPACITY  %

XAM09020E

LOAD 
CAPACITY  %
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3. OPERATION OF MOMENT LIMITER OPERATION

[3] Restoration Operation from the Automatic Stop
As a restoration operation from the automatic stop, implement one of the following operations to reverse the
operation that has caused the automatic stop.

q Lower the wired hook to ground the hoisted load.

w Raise the boom.  Lower the wired hoisted load as low as possible.

e Retract the boom.

XAM09030E

Caution Sound

XAM09040E

Caution Sound

XAM09050E

Caution Sound
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4. HANDLING OF MOMENT LIMITER OPERATION

4.1.1 Switches on Display Panel of Moment Limiter

 WARNING
Set the moment limiter correctly for respective crane works.  The moment limiter calculates
the moment based on this setting.
Pay enough attentions to this setting because the setting not corresponding to the actual
crane work neither give an advance warning nor stop the boom automatically when a load
becomes close to the overload magnitude.

[1] Fall mode selector switch and hanged wire count display LED (amber)
These are used for changing the hanged wire count.
‡ Press the switch for two seconds or more.

The setting will be changed from “1” to “2”.
At the same time, the One-Hanged wire count display LED sill be
turned off and the Two-Hanged wire count display LED will be turned
on to notify the setting change.

‡ After that, each time pressing the switch for two seconds or more the
hanged wire count setting will be changed from “2” to “4”, then from
“4” to “1”, and from “1” to “2”, cyclically.

NOTES

When changing the setting continuously, move your hand off the switch once and press it again.

[2] Boom angle upper limit switch and LED (red)
These are used when setting or canceling the boom angle upper limit.

�SETUP�

In the status where the upper limit is not set, set the angle for the boom
and press the switch for two seconds or more.  This boom angle is set
as the upper limit.
At the same time, the LED comes on to notify that the upper limit has
been set.
To enable this setting, set the key switch to OFF once, and then set it to ON.  Another way to enable this
setting is to lower the boom 10° or more under the specified angle to place the boom out of the advance warning
range while the engine is running.

NOTES

Before starting the actual work, be sure to check if the boom automatically stops at the specified angle.  If the
boom does not automatically stop, set the boom angle again by implementing the above procedure.

If the boom enters the advance warning range or stops due to the upper limit restriction in the status where
the boom angle upper limit is set, the boom angle upper limit LED will blink.

�CANCEL�

Press the switch for five seconds in the status where the upper limit is set (the LED is lit).  And then the current
upper limit setting will be cancelled.
At the same time the LED will be turned off to notify that the upper limit setting has been cancelled.

NOTES

Keeping pressing the switch for two seconds or more does not repeat setting and canceling procedures.  To change
the procedure, move your hand off the switch and press it again.

XAM09070E

FALL MODE

XAM09080E

SETUP

CANCEL

BOOM ANGLE
UPPER LIMIT
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OPERATION 4. HANDLING OF MOMENT LIMITER

[3] Boom angle lower limit switch and LED (red)
These are used when setting or canceling the boom angle lower limit.
�SETUP�

In the status where the lower limit is not set, set the angle for the boom
and press the switch for two seconds or more.  This boom angle is set
as the lower limit.
At the same time, the LED comes on to notify that the lower limit has
been set.
To enable this setting, set the key switch to OFF once, and then set it to ON.  Another way to enable this
setting is to raise the boom 7° or more over the specified angle to place the boom out of the advance warning
range while the engine is running.

NOTES

Before starting the actual work, be sure to check if the boom automatically stops at the specified angle.  If the
boom does not automatically stop, set the boom angle again by implementing the above procedure.

If the boom enters the advance warning range or stops due to the lower limit restriction in the status where
the boom angle lower limit is set, the boom angle lower limit LED will blink.
�CANCEL�

Press the switch for five seconds in the status where the lower limit is set (the LED is lit).  And then the current
lower limit setting will be cancelled.
At the same time the LED will be turned off to notify that the lower limit setting has been cancelled.
fl Keeping pressing the switch for two seconds or more does not repeat setting and canceling procedures.  To

change the procedure, move your hand off the switch and press it again.

[4] Working radius upper limit switch and LED (red)
These are used when setting or canceling the working radius upper limit.
�SETUP�

In the status where the upper limit is not set, set the radius for the boom
and press the switch for two seconds or more.  This working radius is
set as the upper limit.
At the same time, the LED comes on to notify that the upper limit has
been set.
To enable this setting, set the key switch to OFF once, and then set it to ON.  Another way to enable this
setting is to retract the boom 1.3 m or more shorter than the specified working radius to place the boom out
of the advance warning range while the engine is running.

NOTES

Before starting the actual work, be sure to check if the boom automatically stops at the specified working radius.
If the boom does not automatically stop, set the working radius again by implementing the above procedure.

If the boom enters the advance warning range or stops due to the upper limit restriction in the status where
the working radius upper limit is set, the working radius upper limit LED will blink.
�CANCEL�

Press the switch for five seconds in the status where the upper limit is set (the LED is lit).  And then the current
upper limit setting will be cancelled.
At the same time the LED will be turned off to notify that the upper limit setting has been cancelled.

NOTES

Keeping pressing the switch for two seconds or more does not repeat the setting and canceling procedures.  To
change the procedure, move your hand off the switch and press it again.
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4. HANDLING OF MOMENT LIMITER OPERATION

[5] Lifting height upper limit switch and LED (red)
These are used when setting or canceling the lifting height upper limit.
The lifting height restriction is done based on the measured height of the
boom end, while the lifting height on the display panel shows the lifting
height reached when the wired hook is lifted to the overwinding detection
level.

�SETUP�

In the status where the upper limit is not set, set the lifting height for
the boom and press the switch for two seconds or more.  This lifting height
is set as the upper limit.
At the same time, the LED comes on to notify that the upper limit has been set.
To enable this setting, set the key switch to OFF once, and then set it to ON.  Another way to enable this
setting is to lower the lifting height 1.3 m or more below the specified lifting height to place the boom out
of the advance warning range while the engine is running.

NOTES

Before starting the actual work, be sure to check if the boom automatically stops at the specified lifting angle.  If
the boom does not automatically stop, set the lifting angle again by implementing the above procedure.

If the boom enters the advance warning range or stops due to the upper limit restriction in the status where
the lifting height upper limit is set, the lifting height upper limit LED will blink.

�CANCEL�

Press the switch for five seconds in the status where the upper limit is set (the LED is lit).  And then the current
upper limit setting will be cancelled.
At the same time the LED will be turned off to notify that the upper limit setting has been cancelled.

NOTES

Keeping pressing the switch for two seconds or more does not repeat the setting and canceling procedures.  To
change the procedure, move your hand off the switch and press it again.

[6] CANCEL (setting cancel) switch
This is used to cancel the setting values set up in the above the items,
[2] to [5].
‡ Press this switch and the CHECK (setting value check) switch for five

seconds or more.  And then the setting values set up in the above the
items, [2] to [5] will be cancelled.
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OPERATION 4. HANDLING OF MOMENT LIMITER

[7] CHECK (setting value check) switch
This is used to check the setting values set up in the above the items,
[2] to [5].
‡ Press this switch and the CHECK (setting value check) switch.  And

then the setting values will be displayed in the following steps that
proceed every time when the switch is pressed.
q The boom angle display shows the boom angle upper limit value.
w The boom angle display shows the boom angle lower limit value.
e The working radius display shows the working radius upper limit

value.
r The lifting height display shows the lifting height upper limit value.
t The status returns to the normal display status.

NOTES

‡ Throughout the time when the setting values are displayed, the LED in
that setting switch portion blinks.

‡ In the setting value display status, if the switch of the setting value that is
currently displayed is not pressed for five seconds time or if another
switch is pressed, the display status will return to the normal status.

‡ A display of an item that is not specified shows blank.
‡ The displays other than the one showing the setting value show blank.
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4. HANDLING OF MOMENT LIMITER OPERATION

4.2 Function of Moment Limiter

4.2.1 Overload Warning

[1] Safety area (when the actual load is less than 70% of the rated total load).
‡ “�70” LED (amber) comes on.
‡ The green revolving light comes on.
[2] Advance warning (when the actual load is less than 70 to 100%

of the rated total load).
‡ “70�100” LED (amber) comes on.
‡ The yellow revolving light comes on.
‡ The alarm buzzer gives intermittent PEEP, PEEP sound.

[3] LIMIT warning (when the actual load exceeds 100% of the
rated total load).

‡ “100�” LED (amber) comes on.
‡ The red revolving light comes on.
‡ The alarm buzzer gives continuous PEEP sound.
‡ The horn sounds.  (If the hand is moved off the control lever, it will stop sounding).
‡ The danger side operation of the boom stops automatically.

[4] Cancel of automatic stop by LIMIT warning
When the crane automatically stops in this case, immediately perform the restoration operation for overload.
See “Operation Part  2.2. Restoration Operation after Automatic Stop” for restoration operation.

4.2.2 Warning on Working Range Limit
When the crane approaches the setting value of the working range limit, warning is given to notify it to the
operator and people around the crane.
The latest setting value of the working range limit remains in the memory even when the starter switch is set
to OFF.

NOTES

See “Operation Part  3.1.1. Switches on Display Panel of Moment Limiter” for setup of the working range limits.

When the working range is specified, the following classification is applied.
[1] Safety area

‡ The relevant working range limit LED (red) comes on.
‡ The green revolving light comes on.

[2] Advance warning
‡ The relevant working range limit LED (red) comes on.
‡ The alarm buzzer gives intermittent PEEP, PEEP sound.
‡ The green revolving light comes on.

[3] LIMIT warning
‡ The relevant working range limit LED (red) comes on.
‡ The yellow revolving light comes on.
‡ The alarm buzzer gives continuous PEEP sound.
‡ The horn sounds.  (If the hand is moved off the control lever, it

will stop sounding).
‡ The danger side operation of the boom stops automatically.
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OPERATION 4. HANDLING OF MOMENT LIMITER

4.2.3 Overwinding

CAUTION
When lifting the hook, pay attention to the distance between the hook and the boom.
Extending operation to the boom also lifts the hook.
Always check the height of the hook when extending the boom.

If overwinding of the hook occurs when lifting the hook or extending the boom, the following warnings will be given.
‡ OVERWINDING LED (amber) blinks.
‡ The horn sounds.  (If the hand is moved off the control lever, it will

stop sounding).
‡ The hook lifting and boom extension operations stop automatically.
When the hook and the boom automatically stop, immediately perform
the restoration operation.
As the restoration operation, lift the hook and retract the boom.

XAM09160E

OVER
WINDING

4.2.4 Fall Mode Change Display

 WARNING
‡ Stop the crane operation before changing the hanged wire count with the fall mode selector

switch.  If done during the crane operation, unexpected accidents may be caused.
‡ Be sure to set the same wire count in the moment limiter as the wire count actually

hanged by the crane, before operating the crane.  If these wire counts are different, a
serious accident may be caused.

The safety load per wire is determined for the wire rope.
Decide the hanged wire count in accordance with the maximum lifting load.
Be sure to set the same wire count in the moment limiter as the wire count
actually hanged by the crane.
The standard specification is four wire rope-hanging hook in this machine.
The latest setting value of the hanged wire count remains in the memory
even when the starter switch is set to OFF.

4.2.5 Boom Upper Limit Detection
This automatically stops the boom raising operation when the boom angle becomes approximately 77° during
the boom raising operation.

4.2.6 Boom Lower Limit Detection
This automatically stops the boom lowering operation when the boom angle becomes approximately 3° during
the boom lowering operation.

4.2.7 Outrigger Pendent Detection
Outrigger pendent status is detected with the limit switches attached to
four outriggers that turns on the MIN, MID or MAX LED (amber)
according to the result of the detection and change the rated total load.

NOTES

In MC-285, MID is not used.
Accordingly, the MID LED will not come on.

XAM09070E

FALL MODE

XAM09170E
MAX MID MIN
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4. HANDLING OF MOMENT LIMITER OPERATION

4.3 Status When Starting Moment Limiter

The moment limiter performs the self-function check for one second when the starter switch is set to ON.
During the above check, the following items will be done.
‡ The red revolving lamp comes on.
‡ All LEDs come on.
‡ The horn sounds momentarily.
After completing the function check of the moment limiter, if the moment limiter and sensors are found to
be normal, the red revolving lamp comes on, the green revolving lamp comes on, and then the moment limiter
becomes ready to be used.

NOTES

In MC-285, when the traveling lever stand of the vehicle is at the TRAVEL POSITION, the moment limiter
power cannot be turned on.
In MC-305C, when the work selector switch of the vehicle is at the TRAVEL position, the moment limiter power
cannot be turned on.

CAUTION
If the red revolving light does not go off after the function check of the moment limiter is
completed, be sure to contact your Maeda distributor.
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OPERATION 4. HANDLING OF MOMENT LIMITER

4.4 Work Range Set up

 WARNING
‡ Even when the work range is restricted by the moment limiter, if the boom is operated at

high speed, the setting value may be exceeded.
When setting the work range, be sure to set enough allowances around obstacles.
Operate the crane at the slow speed.

‡ After setting up the boom working range, be sure to confirm that the boom stops at the
specified positions.

When the working place or other factor restricts the boom working range, the boom working range can be set
up for the given restriction.

[1] Setting up work range
Operate actually the boom to the limits of the work range to be applied,
and then press the respective SETUP/CANCEL switches for two seconds.
And then the respective limit values will be set.
At the same time, the respective LED above them comes on.
After that, moves the boom once to all of the following positions to enable
the control.

For the boom upper limit, to the position lower than [setting value –10°]
For the boom lower limit, to the position upper than [setting value �7°]
For the boom working radius limit, to the position closer than [setting
value –1.3 m]
For the lifting height limit, to the position lower than [setting value
–1.3 m] (Move the crane by raising or retracting it).

Another way to enable this control is to set the key switch to OFF once,
and then set it to ON.

NOTES

The latest setting values remain in the memory even when the key switch
is set to OFF.

[2] Cancel of work range settings
‡ Keep pressing the CANCEL and CEHCK switches of the setting values

together for five seconds or more.
And then all setting values of the work range limits will be cancelled.
At the same time, LEDs above all the working range limit switches
will go off to show that the cancel processing is completed.

‡ Keep pressing the CANCEL switch of the restriction item to be
canceled for five seconds.
And then the setting values of that item will be cancelled.
At the same time, the LED above that item will go off to show that
the cancel processing is completed.

NOTES

See “Operation Part  3.1.1. Switches on Display Panel of Moment
Limiter” for setup of the working range limits.
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OPERATION 4. HANDLING OF MOMENT LIMITER

4.7 Check of Moment Limiter

 WARNING
When abnormality occurs in the moment limiter, immediately contact your Maeda
distributor.

Before starting the crane operation, be sure to check the moment limiter.
1. Set the starter motor to ON.

The red revolving light comes on for approximately one second, and then the green revolving light comes on.
Confirm that the no error code is displayed on the RATED TOTAL LOAD display of the display panel.

2. Start the engine, operate the crane as follows, and then check if the display shows the following values correctly.

Crane Operation and Display Item
Value Displayed by Moment Limiter

MC-285C MC-305C

Displayed boom length when boom length is minimum 2.2m 3.7m

Displayed boom length when boom length is maximum 8.2m 12.5m

Displayed working radius with boom length 2.2 m and 1.5 ± 0.1m —boom angle 45°

Displayed working radius with boom length 8.1 m and — 5.9 ± 0.1mboom angle 40°

Displayed actual load when the known weight is lifted.
fl Displayed value must be equal to the total mass of the

weight and the part for lifting. Actual load Actual load
However, a certain amount of error may occur
depending on boom condition.
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4. HANDLING OF MOMENT LIMITER OPERATION

4.8 Causes of Abnormality in Moment Limiter and Measures to be Taken

When an abnormality occurs in the moment limiter, the RATED TOTAL LOAD display of the display panel
shows an error code.
If the following error codes are shown, contact your Maeda distributor.

Error Code Description of Error Measures to be taken

E1L
Input of pressure transmitter 1 is lower
than specified value.

Check installation condition of
E1H pressure transmitter 1.

Input of pressure transmitter 1 is higher
than specified value.

E2L
Input of pressure transmitter 2 is lower
than specified value.

Check installation condition of
E2H pressure transmitter 2.

Input of pressure transmitter 2 is higher
than specified value.

E3L
Input of angle sensor is lower than
specified value.

Check installation condition of
E3H angle sensor.

Input of angle sensor is higher than
specified value.

E4L
Input of length sensor is lower than
specified value.

Check installation condition of
E4H length sensor.

Input of length sensor is higher than
specified value.

EAD Turn off main switch once, and
AD converter in converter portion does turn it on again.
not operate normally. If error occurs again, replace

converter portion.

ERS Communication between converter Check cable between display and

portion and display does not work converter portions.

normally. If cable is normal, replace
converter portion.

E–E Memory for calibration is abnormal. Turn off main switch once, and

This error code also appears when turn it on again.

calibration has not been done. If error occurs again, replace
display portion.

E–0
In outrigger detection, Max is detected

Check outrigger detection switch
.

earlier than Mid.
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